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Back-to...Martial Arts!
It’s Back-to-School season again and, for
students of the martial arts, it’s a great time to
recommit to the skills of success! Skills like fitness,
self-control, focus, preparedness, and perseverance.
At ZenQuest, we are now placing MORE emphasis
on Self-Defense and Anti-Bullying material in all of
our Karate and Jiu-jitsu classes! We have also made
improvements to lower-level ranks to include more
self-defense and escape techniques. We are doing
everything possible to help our students reach their
goals and maximize their experience in the martial
arts!
For our adult students, there are no changes
to the schedule...except for the addition of TWO
“Hybrid Self-Defense” classes (for ages 12 and up.)
These will be on Monday and Wednesday evenings,
and feature the best self-defense material taken from
Kickboxing, Karate, Jiu-jitsu and Krav Maga! Please
feel free to try “HSD”, and check your email for your
new schedule.
For our youth students and parents, it’s time
for BTS registration!! There are only a few EASY
steps to continuing towards your goals in the martial arts this season. Be on the
lookout for a Fall Registration Packet, arriving in your mail, and email soon. This
packet will include the following:

• A New Class Schedule - There are no adjustments to children’s classes at this
time, except that children ages 12 and over may participate in our new HSD classes.
As always, we have strived to provide the most flexibility possible to accommodate
today’s busy families. The new schedule will take effect on September 2nd.
• A Class Registration Form. The fall and winter seasons are always the
busiest time for our kids classes. During this time, students/families are asked to
designate which classes they will attend from week to week, as class sizes are limited
to ensure a healthy and positive environment for everyone! Classes are, therefore,
organized by the submission of Registration forms on a first-come-first-served basis. It
is very important that these forms are returned promptly, with tuition, to reserve
space in your preferred choices for classes!
• A Membership Guide. There are no changes to membership tuitions or fees at
this time.
(Continued on page 4)
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2014 Uechi Camp
Senseis Connie and Mark recently attended the 2014 Uechi-Ryu Training Camp in North Attleboro,
Massachusetts. The camp featured three visiting Okinawan Masters: Asao Nakasone, a 4th Dan in Uechi-Ryu/
Shohei-Ryu Karate and former tournament Champion; Toshio Higa a 10th Dan, leader of the Chatan Dojo
(Sensei Mark and Connie’s teacher), and Tsutomu Nakahodo, a 10th Dan Hanshi and legend in the art.
Most of the focus of the camp centered around the three core Kata for the style of Uechi-Ryu and ShoheiRyu. Senseis Mark and Connie were happy to get “tuned-up” a bit by some of the leading authorities, but also
received very positive feedback! At times, they were asked to interpret instructions from the Masters as
English is, of course, a second language for them. The Flynns also spent time with the Okinawan and
American Senior Instructors, and received a special
gift from Sensei Higa.
The camp took place from Monday, August 4th to
Friday the 8th. In addition to being an amazing
training opportunity, the camp was a celebration of
hosts Ed and Jean DeCosta’s 40th anniversary of their
dojo in North Attleboro. A Dan or Black Belt test was
conducted at the end of the week, where several
students were promoted. The Okinawan Masters also
visited the final resting place of legendary American
Master Jack Summers, and presented his widow with
an award recognizing his contributions to Uechi-Ryu.
Thanks to the DeCostas for hosting a great camp,
and thanks to the Okinawan Masters for making the
trip and sharing their knowledge! Thanks, too, to all
of the folks who help to cover classes at ZenQuest!!!
Senseis Mark and Connie with (l to r) Masters Ed DeCosta, Jean
DeCosta, Toshio Higa, Asao Nakasone and Tsutomo Nakahodo.

Rank Adjustments
ZenQuest will soon be adjusting the requirements for its Uechi-Ryu pre-black belt or “Kyu” ranks. The biggest
change will be the addition of a series of escape techniques to the “General Knowledge” portion of each of these
levels. This is being done to strengthen the self-defense skills of the students of that program. Previously, this
material was included in training, but not required in rank testing (except for that contained in Bunkai.) Adding
these requirements to the testing system will make that aspect of the Karate programs more organized and effective.
Escape techniques are common in many striking styles, as these strategies enable “strikers” to counter common
holds and position themselves to employ their primary defense strategies.
Black belt or “Dan” level testing will remain unchanged.
Another adjustment will be made to the children’s Karate requirements.
The Sparring Drills known as “Yakusoko Kumite” will be pushed up one level
for “Tigers” and “Dragons” students. This means that, for children ages 11
and under, one less drill will be required for each Kyu rank. This is being
done because of the difficulty for younger students in learning these drills,
and the relative importance to their development at those ages.
Lastly, for the Karate programs, students will now receive a name plaque
at “Rokkyu” level (Blue Belt) rather than “Gokyu” (Green Stripe.)
Adjustments will also be made to the Children’s Jiu-jitsu rank system.
Essentially, ZenQuest will now begin to follow a rank system based on
guidelines from the IBJJF or International Brazilian Jiu-jitsu Federation. This
is being done to bring ZenQuest’s Jiu-jitsu kids in line with other affiliate
schools and eliminate confusion at tournaments. The new system will have the belt colors of White, Grey, Yellow,
Orange and Green. Additionally, each belt color will have a combination of white, solid and black level and a series
of stripes. Promotions for each stripe will focus on one self-defense technique and done informally. Actual belt
promotions will require passing more technical knowledge, and done in a more formal setting.
These adjustments will become effective in September of this year. It is important to note that these changes
are intended to improve students skills and training experience. Also that NO STUDENT WILL LOOSE RANK
BECAUSE OF ANY THESE CHANGES. Please call or email with any questions about these adjustments.
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ZenQuest Shorts
Custom ZenQuest training shorts are coming soon! These high-quality “board” style shorts are
black with logos similar to those on the ZenQuest “Rashguards” or training-shirts. These are perfect
for training or competition in No-Gi
Jiu-jitsu/ Submission Grappling, Muay
Thai, Boxing and MMA. These are
$60 each, but any shorts pre-ordered
for ZenQuest’s initial shipment will be
only $55. To pre-order a pair simply
submit your size and payment by
Friday, August 15th.
Remember that custom ZenQuest
Gis (for Karate and Jiu-jitsu) and
Rashguards are available, too!

Video Endorsements
The internet has become an amazing way for people to search for
products and services they need. As part of their search process, many
people refer to reviews and endorsements of potential commitments to
see what others think. One of the most convenient and effective ways to
communicate this information is by video. Websites that include videoed
statements about products and services can quickly give others
information about those items.
To expand feedback aspects of the ZenQuest website, video “blogs”
or endorsements will soon be added. Many students and parents have
provided amazing feedback about their experience at ZenQuest over the
last few years. We’ve always encouraged them to write down their
thoughts, so that we can display them on the site. But, this is not always
convenient for people and usually results in a limited amount of this
information actually being used.
So, during the month of August a camera will be available for video
endorsements at ZenQuest. Students or parents can simply take a moment while they are
at the school to say a few
words about their experiences
there. If you would like to
participate in this project and
tell the world about your
Martial Arts journey...and
don’t mind being in front of a
camera, now is your chance!
These video statements tend
to be better with little or no
preparation, and spoken from
the heart.
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RECENT PROMOTIONS

IMPORTANT DATES
August/September

TIGERS:
6kyu Ayden Jezak, Parker Smith
7kyu David Wildgoose

8/11-8/15: BMAC Session II

COBRAS:
5kyu Michael Pierce

Sun, 8/17, 1:30 pm: Kyu Test

YOUTH JIU-JITSU:
3rd white Atticus Clark
2nd white Charlie Guyer
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Sat, 8/16: NAGA NY

Mon, 9/1: Labor Day Holiday
NO CLASSES
Sun, 9/7: No MMA Class
Mon, 9/8, 7:15 pm: 2nd HSD Class Starts

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
YOUTH:
Mihiraan Gangisetty, Frankie Guachiane,
ADULTS:
Kim Bolio, Laura Sutter
WELCOME BACK:
Ray DeMott

(Continued from page 1)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
8/2 - Andrew Hall
8/6 - Keith Sansoucsy, Nancy Hudlin
8/7 - Neil Von Flatern, Sarah Spring
8/9 - Rick Nichols
8/12 - Michael Reis
8/15 - Nick Reynolds
8/16 - Tyler Woodbury
8/17 - Raymond Lynch,
Stephanie Aube
8/21 - Gabriel Salgado
8/22 - Brayden Gerlitz
8/26 - Addison Hall, Mike McCauley

Back-to-Martial Arts School

Please remember that student lists will be generated for each youth class in the schedule! Class
registration forms should be filled out and returned as soon as possible, and must include tuition payment at
least through September in order for a student to be placed on the appropriate class lists. Also, appropriate
programs are designated for each student on their form (i.e.
Tigers, Dragons, etc.) This is based on the student’s age,
size and experience level, and is designed to maximize the
student’s martial arts learning experience and development.
Please be sure to complete this portion of your form, and be
sure to update any changes to contact information upon your
return, too.
Students who have continued through the summer
season should complete their registration form to confirm
their class selections. Students not enrolled through
September should remember to include tuition payment with
their form submission.
Lastly, please consider enrolling this fall with our
EasyPay tuition option. This provides maximum
convenience, a tuition discount, and also locks your tuition
rate...so that it cannot go up for as long as your enrolled.
This can mean big savings for long term students.
So, get your registrations in and we’ll see you soon for
more fun at ZenQuest!

